BOOK LIST -- CHEROKEE FAMILY RESEARCH CENTER


--"FIGHTING CHARLES REESE, HIS LIFE AND FAMILY (1776-1830)", "Parker Chastaine Sams", "self-published;Findlay, OH 1996", "paperback", "Family history of Charles T. Reese (c.1756-1830) and his descendants written in story form. Indexed", "History and genealogy"


--"THE BUFFINGTON FAMILY IN AMERICA", "Rame, Palmer, Buffington", "Ralph M. Buffington, 1965", "paperback", "Surname genealogy - Rame, Palmer, Buffington about 1654-1960s", "History and Genealogy"

--"CHIEFS OF THE CHEROKEE NATION SERIES", "Roy Hamilton / Genealogy reports", "compiled 2001", "loose-leaf pages in binder", "Begining of a series of genealogical studies of the Principal Chiefs of the Cherokee Nation from the Removal time forward. This collection has data on John Ross, William Potter Ross, and T.M. Buffington Samuel Houston Mayes.", "Genealogy"


--"CHEROKEE BY BLOOD, VOLUME 5, APPLICATION 10171 TO 13260", "Compiled by Jerry Wright Jordon", "Heritage Books, Inc., Bowie, MD, 1990", "Paperback", "A synopsis of information on application of the Miller Roll, which was taken in 1906-1909 as the result of a case in the US Court of Claims. It awarded money to those subject to the treaties of 1835-36 and 1845.", "Rolls" Retail $40.00

--"GENEALOGY OF OLD AND NEW CHEROKEE INDIAN FAMILIES", "George Morrison Bell", "George Morrison Bell, Sr., Bartlesville, OK, 1972", "binders with pages in plastic sleeves", "Old and New Cherokee Families Genealogical Data. Indexed; a
genealogy of Mr. Bells family, which includes several prominent mixed blood Cherokee families; separate index","Genealogy"

--"THOSE WHO CRIED - The 16,000", "James W. Tyner","Chi-Ga-U Publishing Co., 1974","Binder with pp in plastic sleeves","An official Cherokee census conducted in 1835. Gives only the names of the heads of households; lists only the numbers of members of the households, including slaves.", "Rolls"

--"CHEROKEE HISTORY MISCELLANEOUS", "Chronicles of Oklahoma -- reprint data","not a published work in whole","Copies in plastic sleeves, in binder","Discussion and material information on Detachments in Removal; AR, NC, OK Cherokee. Chronicles of Oklahoma -- reprint data.", "History"

--"EMIGRANT ROLL. (1817-1838)", "transcribed by Jack Baker","Baker Publishing Co., Oklahoma City, OK","was paperback; pp now in plastic sleeves in binder","EMIGRANT ROLL. (1817-1838) AL, GA, TN and NC. Voluntarily enrolled to emigrate, they were known as the OLD SETTLERS.", "Genealogy"

--"INDEX TO THE OLD SETTLER ROLL.", "13."

--"CHEROKEE DRENNEN ROLL OF 1851", "Transcribed and Indexed by Marybelle W. Chase","ARC Press of Cane Hill; Lincoln, AR, 1994","Binder and paperback","First Cherokee census after the Removal to Indian Territory (a companion census of the Cherokee still living in the area of the old Cherokee, east was taken the same year - called the Chapman Roll.).", "Rolls" Retail $30.00

--"1924 BAKER ROLL", "Cherokee Roots Publication - Bob Blankenship","1924","spiral bound paper back","1924 BAKER ROLL. Final Roll of the Eastern Band of Cherokee, NC. - Alphabetical Index; application information; those who applied, but did not qualify.", "Rolls" Retail $40.00

--"1898 DAWES ROLL PLUS", "Bob Blankenship","Cherokee Roots Publication","spiral bound paper back book","Compilation of Dawes enrollees cross-referenced with those who were also on the Miller Roll, where they lived, ages in 1902, Census Card numbers, enrollment numbers, Miller application numbers, and enrollment numbers.", "Rolls" Retail $30.00

--"FAMILY GENEALOGIES IN THE CHEROKEE NATION AND BEYOND and The Maxwell Story", "Roy Hamilton and Mary Ruth Maxwell","Self-published","Loose-leaf binder","Partial genealogies for the following families: Maxwell, Emory, Buffington.", "History and genealogy"

--"OLD CheroKEE FAMILIES - VOLUMES 1 AND 2", "Emmett Starr, Baker and Hampton","1988","Genealogies of several mixed-blood Cherokee families who were prominent in early Cherokee written history", "History and genealogy"
--"DAWES ROLL VOLUMES 1 AND 2", "N/A", "pages in plastic sleeves in binder", "Index to the Final Rolls, Citizens and Freedmen of the Five Civilized Tribes Dawes Roll",

--"CHEROKEE BY BLOOD, VOLUME 3, APPLICATIONS 4201 to 7250", "Compiled by Jerry Wright Jordon", "Heritage Books, Inc., Bowie MD, 1988" , "Paperbook", "A synopsis of information on application of the Miller Roll, which was taken in 1906-1909 as the result of a case in the US Court of Claims. It awarded money to those subject to the treaties of 1835-36 and 1845.", "Rolls" Retail $40.00

--"CHEROKEE ROOTS, VOLUME 1 AND 2", "Compiled by Bob Blankenship", "Cherokee Roots Publication, 1992", "paperback", "A listing of names on Cherokee rolls - Volume One: rolls taken of the Eastern Band; Volume Two - rolls taken of the Cherokee Nation; Guion Miller Roll listing in both volumes.", "Reference" Retail $48.00

--"CHEROKEE BY BLOOD, VOLUME 6, APPLICATIONS 13261 - 16745", "Compiled by Jerry Wright Jordon", "Heritage Books, Inc., Bowie, MD, 1990", "Paperback", "A synopsis of information on application of the Miller Roll, which was taken in 19061909 as the result of a case in the US Court of Claims. It awarded money to those subject to the treaties of 1835-36 and 1845.", "Rolls" Retail $40.00


--"HISTORY OF ADAIR COUNTY", "Historical Societies of Adair County, OK", "1991 First Edition (second printing)", "hardback", "The history is given about Adair county, using many pictures and family stories and histories.", "History and genealogy" Retail $50.00


--"UNIVERSAL WORLD ATLAS", "C.S. Hammond and Co., 1964", "Hardbound", "Maps, pictures, and basic information on countries of the world", "Reference"

--"JOHN ROSS, CHEROKEE CHIEF", "Gary Evan Moulton", "Docteral Disertation, Oklahoma State University, 1970", "hardback", "History of Cherokee Chief John Ross", "History" Retail $17.95


--"CHEROKEE BLOOD, VOLUME 1", "Shirley Hoskins", "Self-Published, Chattanooga, TN 37422", "Paperback", "Cherokee Genealogy based on records of the US Court of Claims (Applications for the Miller Roll- 1906 - 1909", "Rolls" Retail $30.00


--"DECENDANTS OF NANCY WARD, Beloved Woman of the Cherokee", "David K. Hampton", "1975", "DECENDANTS OF NANCY WARD, Beloved Woman of the Cherokee", "Genealogy"

--"PIONEER PROFILES OKLAHOMA 1907 ~ 1982", "Washington County, Ok, Historical Society, Ruby Cranor, Editor", "1982", "PIONEER PROFILES OKLAHOMA 1907 ~ 1982. Stories from Washington County, Ok, Historical Society 75th OK state celebration.", "History and genealogy"


--"HISTORICAL ATLAS OF MISSOURI", "Milton D. Rafferty", "University of Oklahoma Press, 1982", "paperback", "Maps, state data on Missouri", "Reference" Retail $29.95
--"STATE OF TENNESSEE - Blair -vs- Gardenhire and Pathkiller 1820","Transcribed copy of Testimony of the Court Case Pathkiller - Blair Ferry Case","Non-published","paperback, spiral bound copy; one copy in binder","STATE OF TENNESSEE. Blair -vs- Gardenhire and Pathkiller. August 10, 1820 A case report and/or study."


--"THE REMOVAL OF THE CHEROKEES","Edited by Duane H. King and E. Raymond Evans","No information given","Paperback","Letters, documents, stories, and pictures regarding the Removal Period, The Trail of Tears."

--"THE TIMETABLES OF HISTORY","Bernard Grun","A Touchstone Book, Simon and Schuster, New York, 1979","Paperback","Historical linkage of people and events throughout history"

--"A-K-A","Sandy Garrett","Cherokee Woman Publishing, 1993","paperback","A collection of names in Cherokee and how they are also known as another name in the English language (not always a literal translation / data gathered from documents and other sources.)"


--"CHEROKEE PLANTERS IN GEORGIA, 1832-1838","Don L. Shadburn","self-published, Pioneer-Cherokee Heritage Series, Volume 2","paperback","Historical essays on 11 counties in the Cherokee Nation of Georgia"

--"MARTIN LETTERS","Vera L. Dean","Self-published, Chico, CA, 1977","Hardback","Family genealogy collection of the Nathaniel Martin family. Many letters, photographs, and history of the family are included. Indexed."

--"GUIDE TO CHEROKEE INDIAN RECORDS","Ashton / Oklahoma Historical Society","Ashton Books, 1996","paperback","GUIDE TO CHEROKEE RECORDS ON MICROFILM"

"HISTORY OF ROGERS COUNTY OKLAHOMA, VOLUME ONE.", Claremore College Foundation, "Heritage Publishing Co., 1979", "Hardback", "Family genealogical data and sketches; history of Rogers County", "History and genealogy"


"OKLAHOMA PLACES AND NAMES", George H. Shirk, "Jan, 1966; 1989", "1st vol. - hardback; 2nd vol. - paperback", "Old towns and new. Where they were/are located. Post offices.", "2 copies - History" Retail $39.90


"EXODUS TO GLORY", Robert W. DeMoss, "Self-published, 1991", "Paperback", "Civil War era exodus of 7,000 Muscogee (Creeks) who traveled 300 miles to Kansas through enemy territory in the winter of 1861.", "History"


"ANNUAL REGISTER OF INDIAN AFFAIRS In the Western (or Indian) Territory 1835-1838", Isaac McCoy, "Particular Baptist Press; Springfield, MO; 2000", "hardback", "Facsimile Reprint - Reproduced from the originals in the collections of the American Baptist Historical Society", "History" Retail $55.00


"GUION MILLER ROLL", "N/A", "Unknown", "Loose-leaf binder with plastic sleeves", "Lists Cherokees who applied for the monies granted after a US Court of Claims awarded Cherokees due to various treaty violations by the US government. Gives only the list of those who qualified and those who didn't. Applications are elsewhere.", "Rolls"

"1880 ROLL (AUTHENTICATED ROLL OF THE CHEROKEE NATION)", "from microfilm roll 7RA", "National Archives", "spiral bound paperback", "1880 ROLL (AUTHENTICATED ROLL OF THE CHEROKEE NATION) Schedule on e-2 copies", "Rolls"

"TAHLEQUAH BURIAL RECORDS 1951-1970", "Compiled by James Carlile", "Self-published, Tahlequah, OK, 1990", "Spiral bound paperback", "Gives a listing of names buried in Tahlequah, OK. Information was taken from city records, funeral home records, personal family records, and interviews. Info may include name, DOB, POB, DOD, mother, father, and spouse(s). Alphabetical order.", "Reference"

"TAHLEQUAH BURIAL RECORDS 1877-1930", "Compiled by James Carlile", "Self-published, Tahlequah, OK, 1990", "Spiral bound paperback", "Gives a listing of names buried in Tahlequah, OK. Information was taken from city records, funeral home records, personal family records, and interviews. Info may include name, DOB, POB, DOD, mother, father, and spouse(s). Alphabetical order.", "Reference"

"OUR PEOPLE AND WHERE THEY REST - VOLUMES ONE THROUGH TWELVE", "James W. Tyner and Alice Tyner Timmons.", "Chi-GA-U, Inc., Hooper Printing Co., Norman, OK, 1985", "paperback", "Indexed volumes on Cherokees who are buried in the Cherokee Nation. Gives maps of cemeteries where the people were buried and gives locations of the cemeteries.", "Reference" Retail $203.76

"TOMBSTONE TOURS - IN THE SOUTHEAST MISSOURI REGION", "Missouri Division of Tourism", "June, 2001", "Paperback spiral", "Collection of symbols, cemeteries listed by county and a collection of maps. Brief historical information; cemetery symbolism.", "Reference"


--"PRYOR CEMETERY", "James Manford Carselowey", "Self-published, Adair, OK, September, 1962", "Paperback", "PRYOR CEMETERY (aka Fairview Cemetery) Located: Off St. Hwy. #20, Pryor, Mayes County, OK. Names of people buried in this cemetery go back to 1808.", "History and genealogy" Retail $17.00


--"TALKING TOMSTONES - PIONEERS OF WASHINGTON COUNTY", "Ruth Cranor", "Self-published, Bartlesville, OK 1983", "Paperback", "Brief history of Washington County, OK. Many pictures of tombstones, maps, lists of names of people buried in various cemeteries with dates listed on the tombstones.", "History and Genealogy"

--"1842 CHEROKEE CLAIMS, DELAWARE DISTRICT, VOLUME 1", "Compiled by Marybelle Chase", "Self-Published, Tulsa, OK, 1990", "Paperback", "Copies of hand-written claims of Cherokee citizens against the US government for loss of property that was lost during Removal. Originals located in Tennessee State Library and Archives in Nashville, TN. Much historic and genealogical information.", "History and genealogy" Retail $25.00

--"1842 CHEROKEE CLAIMS, TAHLEQUAH DISTRICT", "Compiled by Marybelle Chase", "Self-published, Tulsa, OK 1989", "Paperback", "Copies of hand-written claims of Cherokee citizens against the US government for loss of property that was lost during Removal. Originals located in Tennessee State Library and Archives in Nashville, TN. Much historic and genealogical information.", "History and genealogy" Retail $25.00

--"HISTORICAL RECORDS OF THE CHEROKEE INDIANS", "Lucy Kate McGhee", "Self-published, Washington," "copies in binder", "Compiled to Honor the Famous Indian Woman, NANCY WARD, of Tennessee. Typewritten copies of claims against the US government for property of the kin of Nancy Ward.", "History and genealogy"

written claims of Cherokee citizens against the US government for loss of property that was lost during Removal. Originals located in Tennessee State Library and Archives in Nashville, TN. Much historic and genealogical information. "History and genealogy" Retail $25.00

--"1842 CHEROKEE CLAIMS, GOINGSNAKE DISTRICT", "Compiled by Marybelle Chase", "Self-published, Tulsa, OK, 1989", "Paperback", "Copies of hand-written claims of Cherokee citizens against the US government for loss of property that was lost during Removal. Originals located in Tennessee State Library and Archives in Nashville, TN. Much historic and genealogical information."; "History and genealogy" Retail $25.00


--"CHEROKEE PROPERTY VALUATIONS IN TENNESSEE, 1836", "Compiled by Shirley Coats Hoskins", "Self-published, April 6, 1984", "Loose-leaf binder", "Copies of valuations of properties in the Ocoee District in 1836. Ocoee District was comprised of parts of Hamilton, Marion, McMinn, Monroe Counties and all of Bradley and Polk Counties, TN.", "History and genealogy"


--"CHEROKEE GENEALOGY: Ross / Taylor", "Collection of letters, wills and other genealogical data primarily related to these two surnames: Ross / Taylor CHEROKEE GENEALOGY"
"JOHN FOSTER WHEELER: 1808 - 1880","Corrie Foster Wheeler Kobel","Self-published","Stapled pages in manila folder","History and brief genealogy of John Foster Wheeler's descendants. (Part of First Families of the Cherokee Nation information base.)","History and genealogy"

"MULLAY ROLL ULTRA","Transcribed and indexed by Lulu L. Boggs","unpublished volume - hand-written","binder","Copy of census of N.C. (Eastern) Cherokee, 1848 Also three addenda concerning Ms. Boggs' ancestor, Willson Morris","Rolls"

"THE GOINGSNAKE MESSENGER - Vol. IX, Number IV","TALBOT MUSEUM","NEWSLETTER","THE GOINGSNAKE MESSENGER - Vol. IX, Number IV. NEWSLETTER, TALBOT MUSEUM, COLCORD, OK","86."

"CHEROKEE NATION MARRIAGES 1884-1901","Transcribed by Dixie Bogle and Dorothy Nix","Abraham Coryell Chapter, NSDAR","paperback","CHEROKEE MARRIAGES 1884-1901 Collected from the Indian Chieftain newspapers Maps, Place, names and marriages."","History and genealogy"

"CHEROKEES WEST - 1749 - 1839","Emmet Starr","Histree; Laguna Hills, CA","paperback binder","Letters and reminiscences","History and genealogy"

"THE CHEROKEE TRACER - VOLUME 3, NUMBERS 1,2,3,4 and VOLUME 4, NUMBER 2.","magazine","A genealogy magazine.","1989."

"EAST Cherokees 1835","EAST Cherokees 1835","1990."

"MASTER ROLL OF CAPTAIN JOHN PAYNE","MASTER ROLL OF CAPTAIN JOHN PAYNE","1991."

"CHEROKEE RESERVEES","Compiled by David Keith Hampton","Baker Publishing Co., Oklahoma City, OK, 1979","paperback","A listing of those Cherokees who requested an individual reserve of 640 acres under the provisions of the Treaties of 1817 and 1819. Also any who received compensation for land improvements. Indexed. 2 copies","Rolls"
Retail $49.90

"1851 Cherokees Old Settlers Annuity Role","Transcribed by Marybelle Chase","self-published, Tulsa, OK","paperback","Chase's abstract of 1851 Old Settler Annuity. 1851 Cherokees Old Settlers Annuity Role -- Drennen Payments","Rolls" Retail $18.00

"CHEROKEE BLOOD, VOLUME 2", "Shirley Hoskins", "Self-Published, Chattanooga, TN", "Paperback", "Cherokee Genealogy based on records of the US Court of Claims (Synopsis of applications for the Miller Roll - 1906 - 1909)", "Rolls"


"1900 FEDERAL POPULATION CENSUS, Volumes 1 through 5", "Compiled by Ellsworth & Emler", "Gregath Company", "spiral bound paper back", "1900 FEDERAL POPULATION CENSUS OF THE CHEROKEE NATION - listing of people who lived in the Cherokee Nation in 1900", "Genealogy"

"NATIONAL ARCHIVES MICROFILM RESOURCES FOR RESEARCH.", "NATIONAL ARCHIVES MICROFILM RESOURCES FOR RESEARCH.", "111."

"CHEROKEE FREEDMEN, DENIED.", "CHEROKEE FREEDMEN, DENIED.", "112."

"HISTORY OF RHEA, TN", "Compiled by Bettye J. Broyles", "Rhea County Historical and Genealogical Society, 1991", "Brief histories of towns and communities of Rhea County, TN. Genealogical information on families who lived in Rhea County mostly in the 1800's", "History and genealogy"

"CHEROKEE BY BLOOD, VOLUME 8, APPLICATIONS 20101 - 23800", "Compiled by Jerry Wright Jordon", "Heritage Books, Inc., Bowie MD, 1992", "Paperback", "A synopsis of information on application of the Miller Roll, which was taken in 1906-1909 as the result of a case in the US Court of Claims. It awarded money to those subject to the treaties of 1835-36 and 1845", "Rolls" Retail $40.00
"CHEROKEE BY BLOOD, VOLUME 2, APPLICATION 1551 to 4200", "Compiled by Jerry Wright Jordon", "Heritage Books, Inc., Bowie, MD, 1988", "Paperback", "A synopsis of information on application of the Miller Roll, which was taken in 1906-1909 as the result of a case in the US Court of Claims. It awarded money to those subject to the treaties of 1835-36 and 1845." "Rolls" Retail $40.00


"NATIVE AMERICAN EXPRESSIVE CULTURE",... "culture. NATIVE AMERICAN EXPRESSIVE CULTURE." "117."

"NATIVE AMERICANS.",... "NATIVE AMERICANS." "118."

"UNHALLOWED INTRUSION", "Don L. Shadburn", "McNaughton & Gunn, Inc., 1993", "Hardback", "A history of Cherokee families in Forsyth County, Georgia; Pioneer-Cherokee Heritage Series, Volume 3. Some genealogical information, Indexed", "History and Genealogy" Retail $75.00

"EXPLORING YOUR CHEROKEE ANCESTRY", "Thomas G. Mooney", "(TWO BOOKS)", "Basic genealogy research guide. EXPLORING YOUR CHEROKEE ANCESTRY", "Reference" Retail $34.00

"HISTORICAL REVIEW OF MAYSVILLE - Pioneer Town of Benton County Arkansas", "The Betterment Association", "Southwest City Republic, Southwest City, Mo., 1972", "Photocopy; paperback binder", "History, letters, pictures, maps, etc. of the early history of Maysville, AR", "History and genealogy"


"CHEROKEE BY BLOOD, VOLUME 4, APPLICATIONS 7251 ro 10170", "Compiled by Jerry Wright Jordon", "Heritage Books, Inc., Bowie, MD, 1989", "Paperback", "A synopsis of information on application of the Miller Roll, which was taken in 1906-1909 as the result of a case in the US Court of Claims. It awarded money to those subject to the treaties of 1835-36 and 1845." "Rolls" Retail $40.00

"NORTH CAROLINA CENSUS OF CHEROKEES 1835", "Heads of household, numbers of individuals by sex and age group, and residence. NORTH CAROLINA CENSUS OF CHEROKEES 1835", "124."
--"REMOVAL DOCUMENTS DETACHMENTS","Copy of originals (on microfilm)","not published materials","copies in 3-ring binder","REMOVAL DOCUMENTS DETACHMENTS. For the Trail of Tears. Names, ranks, pay, beginning and ending of commission.","History and genealogy"

--"SOME OLD DELAWARE OBITUARIES.","Ruby Cranor","self-published","Paperback","Copies of old obituaries on Delawares who had become a part of the Cherokee Nation. These are Delawares who died in the twentieth century.","History and genealogy"

--"BLOOD QUANTUM CHARTS.","unpublished; no known author","N/A","binder with plastic sheets","BLOOD QUANTUM CHARTS. Used to calculate degree of blood by fractions.","Reference"

--"CONSTITUTION OF THE CHEROKEE NATION","No author","Layout and Design by the Cherokee Nation Public Affairs Department","Paperback","A reprint of Constitution of the Cherokee Nation of October 2, 1975","History"

--"SUPPLEMENT TO THE 1880 ROLLS CHEROKEE NATION, INDIAN TERRITORY", "Some of those found to have not been included in original Roll 1880. Over 3000 names, re-admitted, orphan Cherokee and admitted Shawnee.", "129."

--"CHEROKEE INDIAN ANCESTORS OF SARAH LEE (THORNTON) KEITH","Elmer C. Sanborn","Self-published, Portage, MI, 1999","loose-leaf in plastic cover","CHEROKEE INDIAN ANCESTORS OF SARAH LEE (THORNTON) KEITH. A Genealogy Report.","Genealogy"

--"HISTORY OF THE CHEROKEE INDIANS","EMMET STARR","Hoffman Printing Co., Inc.","Hardback","Gives a brief history of the Cherokee Nation from the earliest contact with Europeans to the late 1800's. Genealogies of several prominent mixed-blood families are given.","History and genealogy"

--"THE JOURNAL OF MAJOR JOHN NORTON, 1816","Edited by Carl F. Klinck and James J. Talman","The Champlain Society, Toronto, 1970","Loose-leaf in folder","A journal of English explorer; visited the Cherokee country and other " "Five Civilized Tribes"","History"

--"CHEROKEE EMIGRATION ROLLS 1817-1835 -- FROM TREATIES OF 1817 AND 1828.","Transcribed and indexed by Jack Baker","Baker Publishing Co., Oklahoma City, OK","binder with pp in plastic sleeves","CHEROKEE EMIGRATION ROLLS 1817-1835 -- FROM TREATIES OF 1817 AND 1828. AKA Old Settler Cherokees. Not all Cherokees on this list actually emigrated to Indian Territory Map. 50pp.","Transcribed from microfilm 2 copies Rolls"
"INDIAN LANDS WEST OF ARKANSAS (OKLAHOMA)", "Woods", "1964", "Population schedule of the U. S. census of 1860. INDIAN LANDS WEST OF ARKANSAS (OKLAHOMA)", "Rolls"

"DELAWARE DISTRICT, 1880 ROLLS.", "DELAWARE DISTRICT, 1880 ROLLS. COPY OF THE 1880 ROLL FOR THE DELAWARE DIST., C.N.", "135"


"O'NEALS IN THE OZARKS", "R. Eugene Norris, II", "1987, Gene Norris", "softbound", "A genealogy of the O'Neal family in Arkansas and Missouri", "book" Retail $50.00


"1835 CHEROKEE CENSUS", "The Trail of Tears Association, Oklahoma Chapter", "2002, The Trail of Tears Association, Oklahoma Chapter", "softbound", "A copy of the 1835 census", "rolls"  Retail $30.00


"1890 CHEROKEE NATION CENSUS INDIAN TERRITORY (OKLAHOMA)", "Barbara L. Benge", "donated by Barbara L. Benge", "cd", "A copy of the 1890 Cherokee Nation Census", "rolls"


"INDEX TO CIVIL WAR SERVICE RECORDS - WATIES CHEROKEE REGIMENT", "Transcribed by Marybelle Chase", "self-published, Tulsa, OK", "paperback", "HOLT'S SQUADRON; 2ND CHEROKEE MOUNTED VOLUNTEERS. INDEX TO CIVIL WAR SERVICE RECORDS - WATIES CHEROKEE REGIMENT", Retail $10.00

"NED CHRISTIE, A FAMILY REMEMBERS", "Roy Hamilton and Gene Norris", "1995", "Booklet + Photos", "Basic genealogy information and a families story of Ned Christie. Family. Photos.", "History and genealogy"  Retail $15.00

"PEOPLE, PLACES, EVENTS", "ROBINSON", "UNBOUND", "A CHEROKEE HISTORY CURRICULUM GUIDE PEOPLE, PLACES, EVENTS.", "138."


"SYNTHESIS OF AVAILABLE DATA CONCERNING INDIANS IN VAN BUREN COUNTY, TENNESSEE", "Edited by Dr. Opless Walker and Landon D. Medley", "Medley Research Group, Doyle, TN 1985", "Paperback", "INDIANS IN VAN BUREN COUNTY, TENNESSEE. Synthesis of available data concerning Indians in that county; Also discusses archaeological, cultural, Indian names, Treaty of Hopewell, etc.", "Reference"


"MULLAY ROLL", "COPY 1979", "STORED ACID FREE PAPERS", "MULLAY ROLL COPY 1979 STORED ACID FREE PAPERS", "143."

"COPY OF MUSTER ROLL OF A COMPANY OF CHEROKEE", "CENSUS DATA. MUSTER ROLL OF A COMPANY OF CHEROKEE, 144.

"HANDWRITTEN MUSTER ROLL OF JOHN PAYNE- (Copy)", "Copy of the original", "unpublished", "spiral bound paperback", "Copy of original muster roll; behind it is a typewriter copy of the same information; John Payne was the disbursing agent at Fort Gibson after Removal. This is a partial roll of the Cherokee who had been on the Trail of Tears.", "Genealogy"

"THE CHEROKEE REMOVAL, 1838", "BY GLEN FLEISCHMANN", "An entire Indian Nation is forced out of its homeland. THE CHEROKEE REMOVAL, 1838", "History"


"GUION MILLER ROLL 'PLUS'," (TWO COPIES) "Bob Blankenship," 1994, Cherokee Roots Publication, softbound, The 1909 Guion Miller Roll plus 1898 Dawes Roll information for those who were on both rolls. Retail $70.00

"CHEROKEE OLD SETTLERS," "The 1896 Old Settler Payroll and the 1851 Old Settler Payroll," David Keith Hampton, 1993, Copyright David Keith Hampton, self-published. Listing of heirs of original Old Settlers living in 1896 and a listing of those Cherokee Old Settlers enrolled in the 1851 payroll. Retail $32.00
--"THE PRAIRIE WAS ON FIRE," by Whit Edwards; Eyewitness accounts of the civil war in the Indian Territory; The Oklahoma Historical Society, Oklahoma City, OK; 2001 (ISBN 0-941498-72-7) Retail $25.00

--"CHEROKEE ADAIRS," by the Adair Family Reunion Committee; A family history recording the Adair family from Europe to the Cherokee Nation; 2003, Cherokee Nation, Oklahoma, USA, ARC Press (ISBN 0-938041-975) Retail $60.00

--"OBSERVATIONS FROM THE SIDE OF THE ROAD," by Charles O. Walker; Stories from Pickens County, Georgia, and the surrounding area. Family genealogy of Walker and Hulsey families. Mr. Walker also mentions several old Cherokee families from the Gilmer, Georgia area. Self published, 1999, GA. Retail $30.00

--"CHEROKEE FOOTPRINTS, The Principal People, Ani-Yunwiya"; by Charles O. Walker; Topics include the Cherokee prior to removal; Pickens Co., GA.; Missions among the Cherokee, Districts of the Cherokee Nation, etc; 1988, self published, GA. Retail $30.00